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substituted NAMES IN THE PUBLISHED revelations
OF JOSEPH SMITH

david J whittaker

introduction
until 1981 editions of the doctrine and covenants contained

seven revelations with pseudonyms of individuals and places thus
cloaking original identities these substituted names occur in all

david J whittaker is university archivist for brigham young university
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editions of the dacd&c from 1835 on although the practice of bracket-
ing the real names next to the substituted names began with the 1876
edition by the 1921 edition almost all the real names had been iden-
tified in the 1981 edition the code names were removed from the
text in all but four cases and the identity of one of these four is sug-
gested in a textual note it is the purpose of this essay to review the
history of these substituted names and based on a recently discovered
document to reveal the identities of the remaining three names

historical SETTING

the seven printed revelations which contained the substituted
names were received by joseph smith between 1832 and 1834 this
period of just over two years was a hectic time for the infant church
in january 1832 joseph smith was officially sustained for the first
time by a conference vote as president of the high priesthood with
his selection of two counselors in march the first presiding quorum of
the church was established church membership grew from six
members in april 1830 to fifteen hundred in january 1832 by the
end of the decade the membership was about ten thousand in
february 1831 joseph smith moved from new york to ohio where
the headquarters of the church remained in kirtland from 1831 to
1838 here he received the bulk of the revelations contained in the
dacd&c these formative years were exciting times for the church 1 in
addition to the establishment of a more formal church government
new doctrines and programs were given to those who gathered with
the faithful in kirtland nevertheless by 1832 a growing climate of
hostility was manifesting itself against the mormonscormonsMormons for example
the circulation of the ezra booth letters in late 1831 had aroused
public opinion against joseph smith and his followers 2

in the context of this growing hostility the decision was made to
conceal the true identities of various early leaders particularly those
responsible for the economic matters of the church since there were
numerous problems connected with the early attempts to establish
the law of consecration and stewardship especially as it related

it isis beyond the purpose of this paper to recount inm detail the ohio period inin mormon history good
accounts of these early years include max H parkin the nature and cause of internal and external conflict
of the mormonscormons inm ohio between 1830 and 1838 MAM A thesis brighambnghambangham young university 1966 max H
parkin kirtland a stronghold for the kingdom inm F mark mckiernan alma R blair and paul M
edwards eds the restoration movement essays inin mormon history lawrence kans coronado press
1973 ppap 63 98 and D michael quinn echoes and Foreshadowforeshadowingsforeshadowmgsings the distinctiveness of the mormon
community sunstone 3 march april 1978 12 17

thehe ezra booth letters and their impact on the church inin ohio are discussed inin parkin internal and
external conflict ppap 101 20
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to property holding 3 it was natural to hide the identity of those as-
signed specific temporal duties

THE revelations
the published revelations which contained the substituted

names include sections 78 82 92 96 103 104 and 105 an exami-
nation of these seven sections or revelations containing the pseudo-
nyms reveals that all of them were concerned with the united firm
also called the united order or with other church related properties 4

thus section 78 the first section to use code names deals with the
establishment of a storehouse for the poor section 82 with the man-
agement of the properties for the poor 92 with frederick G williams
who was instructed as a member of the first presidency to become a
member of the united firm 96 with the purchasing ofproperties 103
with the restoration of lost lands in jackson county missouri 104
with the stewardshipssteward ships of those who were members of the united firm
and 105 with zions camp and the redemption ofofzionzion in missouri

the earliest of these revelations is dated 1 march 18325 and the
last is dated 22june22 june 1834 none of them appears in the 1833 book of
commandments the first published collection of joseph smiths
revelations all but two 103 and 105 were printed in the 1835
doctrine and covenants 6 and all seven appear in the published edi-
tions of the dac from 1844 to 1869 until the 1876 edition the
next edition after 1869 the pseudonyms alone were printed in these
sections but with the 1876 edition the real names were published in
parentheses following the code names 7 this practice continued
through the 1921 edition the last edition prior to 1981 in the new
edition the pseudonyms with four exceptions have been removed
from the text 8

the theory and the early attempts to practice the law of consecrationconsecration and stewardship are presented inin
leonard J arrington feramorz Y fox and dean L may building the city of god community &
cooperation among the cormonsmormons salt lake city deseret book co 1976 ppap 15 40 these attempts as
part of the larger economiceconomic picture are presented inin parkin internal and external conflict ppap 200 12

on the united firm or united order both terms are used inin the early documedocumentsntsants see lyndon W cook
the revelations odtheof the prophetjosepbprotherprophet joseph smith provo utah seventysSev entys mission bookstore 1981 ppap 167 68
194 210 12

the kirtland revelation book MS inin the historical department of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited as church archives gives I11 march 1832 as the date for
dac 78

the 1835 edition of the dac containscontains sectionssections 78 as sectionsection 75 82 as 86 92 as 93 96 as 96 and
104 as 98 the 1844 edition containscontains all seven sections 78 as sectionsection 76 82 as 87 92 as 94 96 as 97
103 as 101 104 as 99 and 105 as 102

moreore detailed textual information can be found inin robert J woodford the historical development
of the doctrine and covenants 3 vols phophdph D dissertation brigham young university 1974

theme background of the 1981 edition isis presented inin an essay by robert J matthews inin the last issueissue of
bigham young university studies the new publications of the standard works 1979 19811981 22 fall
198238719825871982 387587 424
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it is clear that the pseudonyms were not part of the original
revelations for in the cases where original manuscripts are extant the
code names are absent 9 thus the names were inserted after the
revelations were given and recorded but before they were made
available to the reading public

ORSON PRATT AND THE pseudonyms
the first attempt in LDS literature to explain the substituted

names was made by orson pratt pratt had been assigned to publish
a periodical in washington DC to defend the church following
the public announcement in 1852 of the doctrine of plural marriage
on his way east orson learned of the growing success of charles B
thompson an apostate who was organizing his own church 10 while
in st louis orson wrote brigham young telling his leader of these
schemes and especially of thompsonsThompsons claims of receiving revelation
from baneemyBaneemy it was thompsonsThompsons use of this code name that
concerned orson he reminded brigham young that baneemyBaneemy
was

one of the fictitious names whichiosephwhich joseph substituted for the real names
in certain revelations in the book of covenants

when the kirtland edition of the book of cov was arranged for
the printer it was considered best to substitute fictitious names for the
real names contained in certain revelations relative to a stewardship or
firm & this was done that their creditors in cainhannochCainhannoch new york
should not take advantage of this church firm but now as the firm no
longer exists and the members of it are mostly dead either temporally
or spiritually would it not be wisdom to publish inin our next edition the
real names of places things & persons as they are contained in the
original manuscripts this will not only expose charles B thompsonsThomp sons
organization but will be a great satisfaction to the saints the sections
containing these fictitious names are as follows 76 94 0 97 0 102 in
the 1869 ed of the dacd&c to which 87 and 101 should be added to
pratts list if you should think proper to have the real names restored
I1 should be pleased to have brother bullock or some one copy from the
original manuscript the real names & send them by letter to me
washington city the most of these names I1 recollect but some I1 have
forgotten

9seeaseeee for example the comments of orson pratt the seer 2 march 1854 228 the unidentified names
inin dac 82 have remained a mystery inin large measure because the original manuscript of this revelation isis not
extant

1oforfor information on charles B thompson see russell R rich brigham young university leadership
week those who would be leaders offshootsOffshoots ofofmormonismmormomsmMormonism provo extension publications adult
education and extension services and delta phi brigham young university 1959 ppap 29 30 russell R
rich little known schismaschisms odtheof rhethe restoration 3dad ed provoprovoprove extension publications division of continu-
ing education of brigham young university 1967 ppap 21 27 dale L morgan A bibliography of the
churches of the dispersion western humanities review 5 winter 1950 51 114 15 and C R marks
monona county iowa mormonscormonsMormons annals oflowaorlowaof iowniowalown 3dad series 7 april 1906 321 46

orson pratt to brigham young 20 november 1852 brigham young collection church archives
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it is clear that thompsonsThompsons activities continued to bother orson
and he attached the following postscript to his next letter to brigham
young

charles B thompson or the baneemyBane emy ites are making great many
converts at the bluffs and elsewhere he is deceiving the people by
using the fictitious name of baneemyBaneemy in the book of covenants I1
wrote to you at st louis to send to me the real names contained in the
manuscript & I1 would publish them in the next edition of the book of
covenants and this will put a stop to this imposturesimpostures I1 can recollect
most of the real names but not all 12

brigham young responded to orsonsoarsons concerns about charles
thompson in june 18185318555 3

with regard to the fictitious names in the book of covenants please act
in the matter as you may be moved upon by the spirit at the same time
the use C B thompson is making of them to deceive the people would
not influence me the weight of a feather in printing or not printing the
true names for I1 do not conceive how it could be possible for any per-
sons who can be deceived by thompson to become good saints 13

thus president young dispensed with the matter but the situa-
tion continued to bother orson pratt having been assigned by
brigham young to prepare the fourth european edition of the doc-
trine and covenants for publication orson probably felt that he
could deal with the situation by placing the real names in the 1854
edition however he was forced to abandon the effort he explains
this in another letter to brigham young

I1 have not altered the fictitious names in the book of covenants for
too much

the original ones as it would interfere A with the stereotype plates 14

because he could not make the changes which brigham young
had approved in his 1 june 18185318555 3 letter orson decided to publish an
article on the matter in the seer although it was a short essay it was
the first attempt to publicly reveal the true identities of the pseudo-
nyms orson carefully explained to his readers that the substituted
names did not represent ancient people or places

all these names have reference to modemmodern persons places and things of
our day indeed when these revelations were first received by the
prophet joseph the real names were given and it was not until
months and in regard to some of them even years had passed away

orson pratt to brigham young 31 december 1852 brigham young collection church archives
brigham young to orson pratt I1 june 1853 brigham young collection church archives
orson pratt to brigham young 10 september 1853 brigham young collection church archives
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before the names were altered and others bearing an ancient ap-
pearancepearance were substituted

we often had access to the manuscripts when boarding with the
prophet and it was our delight to read them over and over again before
they were printed and so highly were they esteemed by us that we
committed some to memory and a few we copied for the purpose of
reference in our absence on missions and also to read them to the saints
for their edification these copies are still in our possession when at
length the time arrived to print the manuscripts it was thought best not
to publish them all on account of our enemies who were seeking every
means to destroy the prophet and the church on account however of
the great anxiety of the church to see them in print it was concluded
through the suggestions of the spirit that by altering the real names
given in the manuscripts and substituting fictitious ones in their stead
they might thus safely appear in print without endangering the welfare
of the individuals whose real names were contained therein it was by
this means that several revelations were permitted to appear in print in
the first edition that otherwise would have been withheld from the
knowledge of the saints perhaps for many long years or at least until
more favorable circumstances would have permitted them to be made
public 15

orson made it clear that joseph smith made the substitutions
through inspiration for to tamper with divinely revealed texts with-
out inspiration was a serious matter he concluded his explanation by
revealing the real names from memory and listing the five pseudo-
nyms whose real names he could not remember alsamagsam mahalaleel
horah shalemanassehShalemanasseh and melemsonmalemsonMelemson this same essay was reprinted
in england 16 and for over twenty years it was the only published
source on these code names

however orson was not satisfied after he was again assigned to
help prepare another edition of the doctrine and covenants he
moved to insert the real names into the appropriate sections he
mentioned the substituted names in a published address of 1873 17

orsonsoarsons behind the scenes work on the 1876 edition of the dacd&c is
revealed in the following notation from the historians office journal

has been
elder orson pratt engaged at times for several days in recopying
and arranging the order in which the revelations are to be inserted in the
187611876 edition of the book of doctrine and covenants now in the

B
hands of the printer by the counsel of president A young elder pratt

explanation of substituted names in the covenants the seer 12 march 1854 228
explanation of substituted names in the covenants the latter day saints millennial star 16

18 march 1854 171 73
17 discourse by orson pratt 16 august 1873 journaljournalofdiscoursesofdiscoursesofDiscourses 26 volsvokvois london latter day saints

book depot 1854 86 reprint ed 1967 16156
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has divided the various revelations into verses and arranged them for
printing according to the order of date in which they were revealed
elder pratt has also in a few cases restored the original names as they
were first given in the manuscripts enclosing them in parenthesis
immediately following the fictitious names that were for a wisewise pur-
pose substituted in the preceding editions 18

in the 1876 edition the code names were placed beside the real
names this remained the practice until the 1981 edition in which
the pseudonyms are omitted leaving only the real names except for
those that could not be identified the unidentified names in the
1981 edition with only one exception are the same names orson
pratt could not remember in 1854 19

THE substituted NAMES

the accompanying chart lists the twenty four substituted names
the sections in which they appear in the dac and their identifica-
tion by both orson pratt and william W phelps this author re-
cently found the phelps list in the brigham young collection in the
historical department of the church it is an undated one page
manuscript probably composed in 1863 about the same time that
in a letter to brigham young W W phelps explained his own
pseudonym in section 82 20

according to the phelps list all the men who can be identified as
belonging to the united firm with the exception ofjesse gause were
given pseudonyms the exclusion of gause is significant if he had
not been excommunicated in december 1832 21 he probably would
have been given a code name for the 1835 printing of the dac but
instead he was replaced by frederick G williams in the first presi-
dency and it was williams who was given a code name

the phelps list is important because it finally reveals the iden-
tity of the remaining substituted names his listing confirms the
reference in the history of the church that alam was edward
partridge 22 and it reveals the actual names of the remaining three

historian s office journal 15 january 1875 3370357033 70 church archives also cited inin woodford
historical development of the dac 1761 76

while mormon authors other than orson pratt have tried to explain the use of the code names none
has offered information on the unidentified names see for example B H roberts s editorial note inin
history odtheoftheof the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter day saints 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret news
1932 51 12551 255 n joseph fielding smith church history andmodernundand modemModern revelation 12 vols salt lake city
deseret book co 1953 130615061 506306 and max parkin internal and external conflict p 52

2owilliamwilliam W phelps to brigham young 12 october 1863 brigham young collection church archives
210non gause see robert woodford jesse gause counselor to the prophet brigham young univer-

sity studies 15 spring 1975 362 64 and more fully the essay by D michael quinnqumndumn forthcoming inin BYU
studies

22histoiyhistory ofodtherhethe church 13631 363
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pseudonyms in the doctrine and covenants

section in identity per identity per meanings suggested
pseudonym the 1921 orson prattpratti william W by william W

edition of phelps2 phelps
the dacd&c

enoch 78 82 92 joseph
96 104 smith jr

gazelamgazelak 78 82 104 joseph joseph the light of the lord6lorda
smith jr smith jr

baurakbadrak ale 103 105 joseph joseph blessed of god7goda
smith jr smith jr

ahashdah 78 82 96 newel K newel K A close watcher
104 whitney whitney

alam 82 edward everlasting helmet
Partridge 4

pelagoramPelagoram 78 82 104104 sidney rigdon
mahalaleel 82 algernon S he shined from god

gilbert
olihahelihah 82 103 oliver cowdery oliver cowdery god have mercy
horah 82 john whitmer A conceiver
Mahemson 82 104 martin harris he turns back
shalemanassehShalemanasseh 82 william W A tried broken pillars

phelps
shinehahShinehah 82 96 104 kirtland kirtland stake

105
talents 104 dollars
cainhannochCainhannoch 104 new york
shederlaomach 92 103 F G williams F G williams unbound sheaf
zombre 96 104 john johnson john johnson slow to hear
seth 96 joseph
tahhanesTahhanes 104 the tannery
laneshineLaneshine 104 printing office printing office printing office
house at kirtland
ozondah 104 store storehouse store house

at kirtland
shule 104 ashery ashery at ashery

kirtland
shinelahShinelah 104 print
shinelaneShinelane 104 printing
baneemy 105 sidney rigdon mine elders my sons

the seer 2 march 1854 229 also in latter day saints millennial star 16 18 march 1854 173
explanation & c 1 p MS by william W phelps undated about 1863 MS d 1234 box 41 fd 4

brigham young collection incoming correspondence church archives the accompanying meanings are also on the
manuscript there are about two lines of material written in the deseret alphabet and signed by william W phelps
at the bottom of this manuscript

alsoaiso in a letter of orson pratt to brigham young 20 november 1852 church archives
see also history odtheoftheof taetherae church 1363
phelps5phelpsfphelps also refers to his code name in william W phelps to brigham young 12 october 1863 church archives
inglngin a sermon orson said joseph was called gazelamgazelakGazelam being a person to whom the lord had given the urimurisnurian and

thummimThummim discourse by orson pratt 16 august 1873 journal ofdircoursesofdiscoursesof Discourses 16156 orson was probably thinking
of the reference in alma 372337255725372 3

orsonoison pratt said that baurakbadrak ale was a hebrew word meaning god bless you ibid
whisthis meaning contradicts another statement phelps made to brigham young in which he specifically stated that

shalemasseh meant an elevated ruler or prince in zion william W phelps to brigham young 12 october
1863 church archives
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individuals unidentified in the 1981 edition of the dac mahalaleel
was algernon sidney gilbert horah was john whitmer and shale
manasseh was william W phelps 23 W W phelps would surely
have known his own code name and since the remaining namesalsonamesname alsosalsoaisoshiso
occur in the same revelation as phelpssphelphsPhelpss it is safe to assume that he
was in a position also to know their real identities

one question still remains unanswered what was the source of
the code names it is possible that they were simply invented but it
appears more likely that most of these names came from the hebrew
studies of early mormon leaders 24 orson pratt specifically inter-
preted baurakbadrak ale as a hebrew word and a recent study of these
pseudonyms while admittedly speculative does suggest possible
hebrew meanings for these words 25 it must be remembered that
these early mormonscormons were just beginning their hebrew studies and
perhaps a closer search of their texts and dictionaries might reveal the
actual source of these pseudonyms the phelps list does however
contain a list of meanings for many of the code words as shown on
the chart on page 111

most importantly the phelps list reveals the identities of the four
substituted names included in the 1981 edition of the doctrine and
covenants and we therefore now know the identities of all of the
men for whom pseudonyms had been substituted in earlier editions
of the doctrine and covenants
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